The Albert Mossin Physical & Life Sciences Endowment Scholarship

The Albert Mossin Physical and Life Sciences Endowment Scholarship is sponsored by (get this info from University Development), (appropriate year). The scholarship covers the full cost of tuition and required text materials for the academic year up to $6,000. Matriculated graduate degree students interested in submitting an application should do so by May 1.

Eligible students must adhere to the following requirements:
- Graduating senior enrolled as a full-time graduate student for the upcoming semester;
- Physics or Biological Sciences major strongly supported by Mathematics;
- Have a scholastic record among the highest in the graduating class;
- Financial need may be considered, but not a requirement;
- Submit IRB approval if research requires human or animal subjects; and
- Provide a summary of the research project, status of project and advisor’s statement by the end of the fall semester. The summary should include:
  1. objective or goal of the research
  2. project summary/abstract
  3. rationale for the research, including significance to field
  4. description of project activities

Note: IRB approval may be obtained by contacting the Research Compliance Office at 437-4569 or via e-mail at research@uamail.albany.edu.